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Abstract:
One of the most important tendencies in child psychotherapy is the integration of various psychotherapeutic approaches and technical interventions belonging to different orientations. Based on the Harry Potter stories, the "Wizarding School" therapy program is an integratively oriented program applicable in personal development, individual and group therapy for children aged 6 to 13. The program takes place within a fairy tale, being therefore a type of informal hypnotic trance. The interventions are drawn from the lessons described in Harry Potter’s story at Hogwarts, based on the fundamental principles of child psychotherapy and including elements of play therapy, art therapy, hypnotherapy, cognitive-behavioural therapy, transactional analysis, supportive therapy, family therapy and person centred therapy. From a theoretical point of view the program is based on elements from a number of psychotherapeutic approaches, the main concept being that we need to create a therapeutic myth that is acceptable to a child. The program is not suitable for children with structural deficits, who have difficulties in making the difference between fantasy and reality.
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At Hogwarts, neither students nor teachers seem to be curious about the source of their magical powers: magic is taken for granted and nobody asks why magic works (Mulholland, 2007). But in the real world people ask: Why? We generally do not take our world for granted, instead we are trying to discover the mechanisms governing the world we live in. The Harry Potter series tells us about a child who makes a journey in order to satisfy his curiosity. Most of the events described in J.K. Rowling’s books take place as a consequence of Harry’s
curiosity. Neil Mulholland (2007) was saying, regarding the Harry Potter series of books and films that by following Harry’s example and incorporating his magic (courage and wisdom) in true therapeutic techniques, we in our turn can cast "magic" by ourselves in our thinking and our lives (p. 281). According to the author, more than one therapeutic model can be found in Harry’s story: narrative therapy, cognitive-behavioural therapy, EMDR and mindfulness. In this context Neil Mulholland proposes what he calls "the Harry Potter therapy" (p.278) developed for individuals suffering from depression and anxiety. The method has at its core emotional balancing, and as specific techniques Mulholland describes the technique of "the magic thinking potion" (pp. 278-282), a kind of "white magic" for positive thinking.

Theoretical background

The Wizarding School Program takes the concept of "Harry Potter therapy" one step further.

Child psychotherapy

As in adult psychotherapy, there are many approaches in child psychotherapy as well. A major difference in comparison to adult psychotherapy is that many times children cannot verbalize their problems and difficulties (Hopkins, Barr, Michael & Rochat, 2005). But children have imaginary friends they talk to, and these imaginary friends have fascinated psychologists, parents and teachers for many years. Some experts believe that children who have imaginary friends are aged 3 to 6, have an intelligence that is at least average, good verbal abilities; they are creative, cooperate with adults and generally don’t have siblings. Imaginary friends seem to have a positive effect on the child’s social and cognitive development (Bettleheim, 1976).

All children play and playing is an important part of a child’s development. Through playing children learn the abilities they need for participating in their world, and while they play, children improve their knowledge and the understanding of the self, of others and of their physical world. When children are encouraged to explore and manipulate objects in their environment, they develop cognitive skills. Around 5 years of age children become interested in formal games with rules. Games with rules are predominant in the middle part of childhood, when the child’s thinking becomes more logical. This is the reason why the "Wizarding School" program addresses children over 6 years old.

One of the most important tendencies in child psychotherapy is the integration of various therapeutic approaches and techniques belonging to different psychotherapeutic orientations. Kazdin (1988) was underlining the fact that child psychotherapy needs to take into consideration various approaches in order to obtain the best results. Wachtel’s approach (2008) of integrating psychodynamic and behavioural approaches in the therapy of adults can also be
applied to child psychotherapy. The therapist can use both insight-oriented and problem solving interventions.

**Play therapy**

Playing has four important functions in child therapy (Jager & Ryan, 2007; Waller, 2006; Yang, 2003): 1. Playing is the natural form of child expression. The child uses playing in order to express feelings and thoughts; 2. The child uses the language of playing in order to communicate with the therapist and it is essential that the therapist understands this communication in order to establish a therapeutic relationship (Chethik, 2000); 3. Playing is a vehicle for insight and working with problems - a concept of psychodynamic origin. Many of the major developmental and situational conflicts are not experienced by children and therefore they are expressed through playing; 4. Playing offers the opportunity for practicing a variety of ideas, behaviours and verbal expressions. Because playing takes place in a safe environment, in an "as if" world, with a permissive adult, the child can try and repeat a variety of expressions and behaviours without worrying about the consequences.

In the "Wizarding School" program the therapeutic relationship is facilitated by the fact that the therapist is a playing partner for the children, working with the children, and using a language that is specific for children. By taking part in the game, the therapist is a permissive adult who facilitates the child's implication at multiple levels. At the same time the child is offered the necessary safety for involvement in the activities and imagery that facilitate therapeutic change.

One of the present dilemmas in child psychotherapy is how much should the therapist get involved in playing with the child. But the therapist’s implication and direction of implication seems to depend on the general theoretical approach. In the traditional client centred approaches and in psychodynamic approaches the therapist tries not to play with the child, but to observe and comment on the child’s play. In more directive approaches, like cognitive-behavioural play therapy (Knell & Ruma, 1993) the therapist plays with the child in a very direct manner. From this point of view the "Wizarding School" program is closer to the cognitive-behavioural approach, the therapist "leading" the game.

The way in which the therapist uses play in therapy also depends on the way the therapist conceptualizes the mechanisms of change. Freedheim & Russ (1983, 1992) identify 6 major mechanisms of change in individual child therapy: 1. Expression, catharsis and the labeling of feelings; 2. The corrective emotional experience where therapeutic interventions are similar to those for catharsis and expression; the therapist labels the expression and communicates acceptance and the understanding of feelings. Another important technique is the separation of feelings and thoughts from behaviour (in the "Wizarding School" program we apply the "pensive box" technique); 3. Insight, non-experience and working with the game, labeling feelings, thoughts and events, and interpretation for conflict resolution and working with the problem. It is important for the therapist to help the child use playing in order to solve conflicts and get rid of fears and anxieties.
(examples of interventions used in the "Wizarding School" program are: "transformations", "spells" and "protection against dark magic"); 4. Problem solving techniques and coping strategies: the therapist suggests coping models or helps the child think of other coping strategies (in the "Wizarding School" program we use: "spells", "the magical wand", "potions"); 5. Object relations, internal representations and interpersonal development: probably the most important aspect is the therapist’s relationship with the child (examples of techniques used for this purpose in the "Wizarding School" program are: the rules of the wizarding school, awarding certificates, the "magical animal"); 6. Non-specific variables: expectancy for change, the child’s feeling that he/she is not alone (techniques used in the "Wizarding School" program include: the astronomy technique, the invitation letter, the wizarding school rules).

From the point of view of approaching therapeutic change through playing, the "Wizarding School" program is very close to CBT concepts (Knell & Ruma, 1993): the child is involved in treatment by playing; the program centres on the child’s thoughts, fantasies and his/her environment; it ensures a strategy for developing more adaptive thoughts and behaviours (the child is taught coping strategies for feelings and situations); it is structured in a directive manner and it is goal oriented, more than having an open ending; the program incorporates some empirically demonstrated interventions (i.e. modelling); and it allows for the empirical examination of the treatment. This conceptual frame also has common ground with the more traditional person centred and psychodynamic approaches, namely, the importance of the therapeutic relationship, communication through playing, therapy as a safe place and playing as a means for giving clues to the child.

Supportive therapy

Supportive therapy focuses on problem solving interventions and coping strategies, so the focus is on daily problems and on conflicts taking place in the "here and now", without looking for a history of anxiety producing material. The mechanisms of change postulated by supportive therapy are: catharsis, corrective emotional experiences, alternative ways of looking at a situation or the self and acknowledging the fact that out there is someone who offers help and support. Supportive therapy is thought to be adequate for children with major developmental problems and a relatively poorly developed ego, while insight oriented psychotherapy is taught to be suitable for children with a good ego development, who can tolerate anxiety, fight with internal conflicts, trust adults and can think about their behaviour and what it means (Freedheim & Russ, 1992).

Technically speaking, the "Wizarding School" program is close to supportive psychotherapy, the main techniques used in the program being focused on problem solving strategies, alternate ways of perceiving the self and the situation, acknowledging available help and establishing a therapeutic relationship based on trust, coping strategies and solving immediate problems. A main goal of the "Wizarding School" program is establishing a therapeutic relationship with the child, which is facilitated through the use of coping strategies and the creation of a safe and supportive environment.

relationship based on trust; still, we include in the program insight-oriented projective techniques. Also there are a lot of interventions "borrowed" from Ericksonian therapy, guided imagery and relaxation techniques. Based upon externalizing fantasies by building an entire therapeutic strategy around a fairy-tale, namely a story with wizards and witches, the program is not adequate for children with structural deficits who have difficulties in making the difference between reality and fantasy.

**Person centred therapy**
On the other hand, person centred psychotherapy is based on the assumption that abnormal behaviour is the result of adverse conditions in the individual's life, the child's behavioural problems being caused by the adult's criticism and dominance. Unlike psychodynamic psychotherapy, which explores the individual's past, client centred therapy is not focused on the past for the sake of the past, but it takes the past into account only to the extent the therapist needs the past in order to understand the present. Client centred play therapy, developed by Axline (1947, 1950) is based on the nondirective therapy developed by Carl Rogers; therefore building a warm therapeutic relationship is considered to be of paramount importance.

**Behavioural therapy**
Behavioural therapy assumes behaviour is mainly the result of learning factors and environmental factors, and not so much of internal factors. The behavioural method doesn’t attempt to discover the hypothetical causes of the abnormal behaviour, and elicit unconscious reasons and conflicts, but applies the principles of learning for the purpose of modifying maladaptive behaviours. Classical conditioning and hope, learning by imitation or modelling are essential in behavioural therapy. According to long term studies, the elimination of a behaviour does not lead to symptom substitution, as psychodynamically oriented therapists say (Shepherd & Kuczinsky, 2009).

Some of the most frequently used techniques in child behavioural therapy are: operating procedures, extinction, modelling, relaxation, systematic desensitisation, implosion and contracts. But behavioural therapy is not only a set of techniques, but also to a multifaceted theoretical model and an experimental methodology.

Being a "school", the "Wizarding School" program includes the principles of learning through imitation or modelling, as well as classical and operant conditioning. A major difference in comparison to behavioural therapy is that we work with the assumption that psychological problems in children are not only the result of learning factors, but also have internal causes.

**Family therapy**
Generally, the child’s problem doesn’t exist in isolation, but emerges in the context of family dynamics which can cause, maintain or modify the child’s behavioural patterns. Consequently, the therapeutic approach is centred not only
on the child, but also on the interpersonal relations and family transactions. In comparison to individual psychotherapy, family therapy is thought to be more effective in treating the child’s psychological difficulties. Still, this doesn’t mean that family therapy is always the first treatment employed. When family members don’t want to take part in therapy, if they feel there is no problem that needs to be solved or if they don’t feel the need of a common effort directed towards a certain goal, then we need to be cautious in recommending family therapy (Thorngren & Kleist, 2002). But, as Reisman and Ribordy (1993) were saying, the role of family members is that of helping alleviate the child’s presenting problem.

The "Wizarding School" program involves in therapy those parents who wish it or who think their involvement is necessary, either in therapy groups or support groups for parents, or in therapy sessions with the parents only. We believe the child benefits more from the therapeutic program if engaged in a world specific to childhood, without the presence of parents. On the other hand, it may be necessary to work with the parents. The parents are informed upon the structure of the children’s therapeutic program and we constantly keep in touch with them for information and feedback. Before the child starts the therapy program, a meeting is scheduled with the parents; this session has a double purpose: clinical interview and information. When we work with children it is often important to offer social support and ability training for parents. According to Forehand & Long (Forehand, 1993; Forehand & Long, 2002) counselling parents for improving their parenting abilities is a very efficient method of managing the child’s problematic behavior.

**Group therapy**

According to most studies, group interventions for school children are effective when they focus on school behaviour, self esteem, abilities to interact with peers, social learning and insight, and when the abilities of each child are underlined in the process (Knell & Dassari, 2006). The "Wizarding School" program addresses the power and abilities of each participant in the group, each child having the opportunity of using the therapeutic interventions in his/her own way. According to the child’s needs, the child uses his/her capacities and creativity at a high level. For instance, children make their own special magic wands, decorated with different materials.

Meta-analyses show that children who are treated in group counselling have better results in comparison to those involved in educational groups (Russ, 2004). In what the therapy groups for aggressive children are concerned, studies show that group cohesion is an important factor (Shechtman, 2007). Also, the positive results of group therapy are influenced by the group climate and the therapist’s capacity of involving the children in the building of a cohesive group (Joanning, Quinn, Thomas, & Mullen, 2007). Group cohesion is described as the individual’s feeling of belonging to the group. The group members’ attraction is defined as the members’ wish to identify with the group and to be accepted as a group member (Evans & Jarvis, 1986).
The accepting letters to the "Wizarding School", the regulations and the uniforms have the purpose of addressing group cohesion issues. The classical definition of group cohesion given by Yalom (Yalom & Leszcz, 2008) is that it is the situation in which the members feel warmth and comfort in the group, they feel they belong, value the group, and in turn feel valued by the group, accepted and unconditionally supported by the other members of the group. Group cohesion is a multidimensional construct, related to the group climate, namely the global emotional tone and the attitude of group members.

Prizant & Rubin (1999) suggest a transactional approach in play therapy groups for autistic children, an approach focused on the following principles: an environment designed so that interactions and playing are constant, predictable and familiar; controlling the novelty in interactions and the environment; reciprocity and shared control among social partners; recognizing unconventional verbal and playing behaviours as having a purpose and being intentional; increasing motivation for expressing the intent to communicate in order to establish a common focus of attention and social interactions; the systematic transfer of active participation and support from adults to children.

According to Vygotsky (1966), playing, and especially “playing at...” (something) is a primary social and cultural activity through which children acquire symbolic capacities, interpersonal abilities and social knowledge. Extending Vygotsky’s theories, Rogoff (Rogoff, 1990, 1998, 2003; Rogoff et.al., 1998) suggests that children maximize their developmental potential with the help of experienced social partners, through guided participation in culturally valued activities. The “Wizarding School” program is somewhat similar to this model, the children being “apprentices” of “expert wizards” (the therapists), in the context of a play culture commonly built by therapists and children.

Treatment efficacy in therapy groups for children (Perry et al., 1995) depends on the way the children value the therapist, on the emotional elements or group relations, and on predictability, which make children feel more secure, comfortable and loved. When working with children, most authors recommend a structured directive approach (Curle et al., 2005; De Lucia-Waack & Gerrity, 2001; Russ, 2004; Waller, 2006).

**Art therapy**

The “Wizarding School” program contains some art therapy elements, for instance in making the pensive boxes, drawing the magical animal, etc. The fundamental principles of art therapy with children are: visual images are an important aspect of the human learning process; art realized in front of the therapist may allow the child to come in contact with feelings that aren’t easy to express through words; art can be a container for strong emotions; art can be a means of communication between the child and the therapist; art can serve to the clarification of transference (Waller, 2006).

Additionally, children who find it difficult to play, gain trust in order to start playing, experimenting with different art materials in the safe therapeutic environment. According to Waller (2006) the artistic creation process in the group
and the interaction among group members helps in acquiring social abilities and lead to behavioural change. Theoretically, nondirective play therapy is based on unconditional positive regard, empathy and congruence. The child’s actual functioning is accepted and the therapist presumes the children have the capacity of better functioning.

**Hypnotherapy with children**

The first manifestations of hypnotic-type behaviours which appear in children constitute a developmental stage called proto-hypnosis. Between the ages of 2 and 3 language is sufficiently developed for behaviour to be guided by words. Proto-hypnosis is similar to hypnosis in that it is an imitation of reality and in the same time a distorsion of reality. Playing has a temporary reality for the child, but like hypnotic fantasies, it is time limited and recognized as being different from ordinary reality. Making the difference between involvement in the imaginary world and the real world is the beginning of experience. There is a similarity between the language used in playing and the language of self-hypnosis (Huynh, Vandwick & Diseth, 2008; James, 2000; Kilhstrom, 2005; Klaas, 2007).

The limitations of proto-hypnosis are those of the limited cognitive capacity of the child: namely typical hypnotic suggestions and tasks beyond the child’s capacity to understand will not be efficient. Similarly, a child who has not yet learned to tell about night dreams cannot tell a dream in hypnotic trance. The most important aspect is that children in this developmental stage have a small capacity of internalized fantasy. When we use proto-hypnosis in child therapy it is important to insist upon the child’s own fantasy world and respect the initiative the child is used to have in this area.

Proto-hypnotic capacity tends to manifest itself in acted fantasies. Little girls talk to their dolls and little boys puff like locomotives (Huynh, Vandwick & Diseth, 2008).

Peak hypnosis is the available hypnotic response to a hypnotic suggestion in the 9-12 age range, a stage of child development in which the average number of items completed on hypnotic scales is at a maximum. In this period, hypnosis leads to a high responsivity to suggestions needing high attention concentration, accepting distorsions to reality and tolerating logical inconsistencies. The child passes from proto-hypnosis to peak hypnosis, having the capacity to internalize open-eyed fantastical experiences from playing, and so proto-hypnosis gradually makes way for the preference of a fantastic action in a hypnotic trance with the eyes closed.

In adolescence and in adults hypnotizability slowly decreases during the years. The peak of hypnotic potential in humans is at the age 9 to 12, gradually decreasing until 30 and then rapidly after 40. Although the average score decreases gradually in adulthood, individuals who continue to involve in the imaginary may have levels of hypnotic fantasy that are profound and durable (Huynh, Vandwick, & Diseth, 2008).

Varied methods of hypnotic induction, from short instructions to complex rituals, can be used in child hypnotherapy. With little children and agitated children the most useful are the informal induction techniques, like stories and imagery. Hypnotherapy is easy to combine with other therapeutic methods in child therapy: for instance family therapy, CBT, etc. Hypnotherapy presents the advantage of being goal oriented and centred upon the child's resources.

Emotive imagery refers to the imagery which produces positive feelings (for instance pride, love, etc). Usually the therapist helps the child create a story about his/her favorite heroes, heroes that help him/her (King, Heyne, Gullone & Molloy, 2001). The child can also play the part of the favorite hero and can borrow his characteristics.

**Fairy tales and their use in psychotherapy. The psychoanalytic perspective.**

Fairy tales, unlike any other form of literature, direct the child towards finding his/her own identity, also suggesting the necessary experiences for the further development of character (Bettelheim, 1976). In fairy tales the internal processes are being externalized and they become comprehensible, being embodied by the story characters and the events in the fairy tale. It is interesting to note, in this context, that in little children proto-hypnotic ability is expressed through externalization (Popescu & Gane, 2009).

The unrealistic nature of the fairy tale is an important tool, because it underlines the fact that the fairy tale does not hold important information about the outside world, but about individual internal processes, and after the age of 5, when fairy tales begin to have a real meaning for the child, no child confounds fairy tales with reality. As Bettelheim (1976) was saying: “The little girl wishes to imagine she is a princess living in a castle and spins elaborate fantasies that she is, but when her mother calls her for dinner, she knows she is not” (p.64).

The Wizarding School Program complies with the functional definition of fairy tales given by Bettelheim. The whole program is built like a live fairy tale, in which the child can immerse and which he/she can experience, in the same time using his/her own imagination. The fairy tales actually tell the child there is a reward and a good life in spite of any difficulties the hero might encounter. Also, the child is given the message that in order to form his/her own identity, he/she needs to solve some problems and fight. Fairy tales promise children that if they engage in these battles and problem solving situations, good forces are going to help them.

The “Wizarding School” program respects the classical structure of fairy tales: the child is helped on the one hand by the therapist, who is an integrated part of the fairy tale, and on the other hand by the magical objects the child learns to build and which have multiple functions: support, anchor, therapeutic ritual, behavioural task, projective technique, and problem solving modality. The fairy tale hero restores health and in the “Wizarding School” program the child is the hero of the wizard and witch fairy tale, holding the necessary elements and fantastical knowledge for therapeutic change. The hero in the fairy tale is
practically an archetypal figure representing a model of ego functioning in accordance to the self.

**The transactional analysis perspective on fairy tales**

Fairy-tales help inoculate the societal norms in the mind of the child at a conscious level, but at an unconscious level fairy tales can provide attractive and stereotype roles, locations and timetables for a defective life script (Berne, 1968). Changes in life can lead to significant changes, though. Important decisions in life can be established by entering new script locations and such an example is the “Wizarding School” program.

A child is exposed to influent myths, fairy tales and classical stories, in a way that differs from one family to another and from one culture to another. Cultures differ not only in the natural selection of stories that are told and printed, but also in the available versions of those stories. For instance, “Cinderella” and “The Red Riding Hood” have more than 6 different endings in various cultures. A mother who reads the story to her child has the possibility of choosing between sad, violent, happy or unauthentic endings for the story. Also, the reader supplies the child with a role in the script. The mother’s warm smile may mean “that’s you”, and can add “Don’t think. Be Cinderella” in the script. The fairy tale is very efficient and catchy if it fits the family myth around the child and if it supplies the time matrix for the injunction (ap. Berne, 2006). Working with children in the “Wizarding School” program, therapists have the role of changing such injunctions in the script.

**The relational principle**

In order for the therapy group to be successful it is essential for the therapist to have the capacity of engaging the children in the group and of maximizing safety in the group, so it becomes a safe and protected environment. The positive relationship with the therapist promotes group cohesion because the children cooperate for achieving a mutual goal, are constructively engaged in the common homework and have a trusting attitude which allows the group members to share personal material (Gane, 2006). When the group members are attracted by the group (therapist and children), adherence to group norms is encouraged. When group cohesion is high, the group members enjoy the group, value the opinion of other group members and of the therapist and are motivated to change behaviours which interfere with their interactions (Rose, 1998).

The inherent therapeutic factors in using group processes include hope, universality, information sharing, the development of socializing techniques and interpersonal learning (Yalom & Leszcz, 2008). The micro social theory postulates that because the group is a miniature social universe, the group must be heterogeneous in order to maximize learning opportunities (Roberts, 2006). According to the dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), learning or change is probable to appear when the individual in a dissonant state acts to reduce the dissonance. For this reason a group must include members with different styles and interpersonal conflicts.
On the other hand, the relational cohesion theory (Lizardo, 2007) holds that attraction to the group is the critical variable influencing the results of therapy and therefore the major purpose must be a cohesive and compatible group. The “Wizarding School” program conciliates the two opposing viewpoints. On the one hand the group is addressing children with various problems, and on the other hand the group is organized like a "school", aiming group cohesion.

Specific structure and interventions

The Wizarding School story. The therapeutic myth.

Hawkins (2008) says: "All psychotherapies are based on a theoretical ‘story’ or ‘map’, which usually explains the aetiology of the presenting problem(s), as well as how the symptomatology is maintained and how it can be treated…. Inherent in the story is a profound belief that the patient can get well if he or she engages in the associated therapeutic rituals. When the patient shares this belief with the therapist, a strong expectation and hope for a successful therapeutic outcome is established" (p. 14).

The “Wizarding School” program follows this model of therapeutic myth (Popescu & Gane, 2009). The myth is the wizarding school itself, a school in which the child learns how to make changes. Because for the child the fantastical world is as real as the surrounding world until the age of 7 or 8, and that after this age there is a peak of hypnotic potential until the age of 12 or 14, the therapeutic myth is very credible for the child. Therefore the story of psychotherapy is perceived by the child in a manner similar to the way the adult understands the myth of psychoanalysis, or hypnotherapy, or any other psychotherapeutic modality. It is rather useless to explain to the child what the principles of CBT or gestalt are. But the principles of a wizarding school are easily assimilated and understood by the child. In the same time we access the child’s memory and start the unconscious search to access things that are already known. Most children know the story of Harry Potter and the famous wizarding school at Hogwarts, just as adults know about Freud and many adult patients just know "that the source of their problems began in childhood". The same way, for a child the “Wizarding School” will be automatically associated with Harry Potter or Hogwarts, or stories about witches and wizards. The therapeutic rituals in the program help consolidate the story. This is the reason why therapeutic rituals are extensively used in the “Wizarding School” program. Meant for children above 7 years of age, the “Wizarding School” program is, beside a story or a therapeutic myth, a structured game with rules, meeting therefore the child’s need for structured playing with rules between the ages of 7 and 11.
Specific interventions

The preliminary meeting
The preliminary meeting, taking place before the start of the actual therapy program, is scheduled with the parents, for taking the case history and collecting information. The parents are informed about the structure and duration of the therapy program and they are given an invitation letter for the child, letter that the child will bring with him/her on the first day of the therapy program. The letter has the role of contributing to the child’s feelings of being accepted and belonging, also contributing to further creating group cohesion.

School regulations
Self-fulfilling prophecies is the phenomenon of children managing and behaving according to the teacher’s pre-conceived expectations. The rules of the “Wizarding School”, introduced in the first day of the program, say that at the end of the semester all children will receive a wizard/witch certificate. We start with the supposition that all children manage therapeutic change, and so the rules contribute to the creation of a self-fulfilling prophecy. The conveyed message is that everybody will succeed. The therapist’s expectancies influence the children’s motivation and acquisitions in two ways. Firstly, the false judgement of a child’s efforts and capacities can bias the evaluation of the child’s performance. Secondly, teachers tend to confront, interact and praise students from whom they expect a lot. Low expectancies lead to decreased motivation, implication and learning. A classical study from 1968 was the one in which the researchers told a group of teachers that some of their students have a high intellectual potential. Actually the students had been randomly chosen. Eight months later those students who had been identified as having a high potential had greater acquisitions that the other students. The result became known as the Pygmalion effect, in reference to the play with the same name written by George Bernard Shaw (Feldman & Prochaska, 1979).

Making magical wands
The technique of ”making magical wands” contains an introductory part of describing the materials used for making magical wands, having the role of informal trance induction for imaginative involvement. The making of the wand itself has the purpose of expressing the child’s fantasy through action, the techniques of play involvement contributing to the building of the therapeutic alliance because of the help given by the therapists in making the wand. In the same time, the wand is a palpable object to which the child can resort during therapy: “The magical wand shall be kept at home, in good condition” - a therapeutic ritual for valuing the changes promoted with the help of the support object. The magical wand also offers constancy and is a safety and attachment element for the child.
**Herbology and making magical potions**

Making magical potions is a ritual and an initiation and also support for change. While the magical wand works primarily at a visual level, the magical potion works especially at a kinaesthetic level. Like all “magical objects” used in the program, it gives the child the possibility to transform fantastic imagery into action.

**Magical animals**

The technique of magical animals combines hypnotic trance with art-therapy (drawing), being essentially an ego-strengthening technique.

**The pensive**

The pensive is a proto-hypnotic reframing technique: the pensive can be used in order to modify behaviour - for instance we introduce one behaviour in the pensive and extract another, a more adaptive one. One of the most spectacular such pensive uses was in the case of a little boy suffering from nocturnal enuresis, who put in his pensive box “the night pee”.

**The apprentice wizard log**

The apprentice wizard log is a behavioural technique, used in many variants in psychotherapy.

**The personal magical map**

The child is guided in making the map, having at his/her disposal various materials. The map depicts the child’s imaginary trip towards therapeutic change and at the same time works as a self-fulfilling prophecy. From this perspective the magical map is an Ericksonian intervention. The fact that the therapeutic change will take place is not doubted: we do not ask if the change will take place, but only how it will happen. The intervention is self-hypnotic; the child himself/herself establishes his/her own way according to the principle “the map is not the territory”.

**Casting spells**

“Casting spells” is a metaphor for problem solving and analysis (finding a symbol), with anchoring in finding a magic formula. Spells are ritual formulas intended to produce a certain effect.

**Transformations**

The transformations technique is a reframing intervention: something frightening is transformed into something amusing or ridiculous.

**Certificates**

The children may get certificates for different behavioural tasks, a technique based on token economy. For instance, a child with ADHD received a certificate for advanced use of magical powers in keeping his toys in order.
The final ceremony
In the last session of the “Wizarding School” program we organize a ceremony of awarding wizard certificates.

Other techniques and interventions
Other techniques (not described here) are: the wizard’s name, ego strengthening with the help of the magic circle, the witches’ guided imagery, the wizard’s candle, the astronomy technique.

Applications
Based on externalizing fantasies, the program is not adequate for children with structural deficits, who have difficulties in making the difference between fantasy and reality. The program was developed for the age range from 6 to 12 year olds and was first applied in 2008. The techniques described are also suitable for individual psychotherapy with children and we apply them in individual therapy beginning with 2009. Further studies are necessary for the evaluation of the program efficiency in time, for different pathologies. At present we are developing a similar program for adults. The first such program for adults was organized in the summer of 2010, under the name “The Wizarding School”- an integrative personal development program.
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